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Photoinduced dynamics of the valence states of ethene:
A six-dimensional potential-energy surface of three electronic states
with several conical intersections

Robert P. Krawczyk, Alexandra Viel, Uwe Manthe, and Wolfgang Domcke
Institute of Physical and Theoretical Chemistry, Technical University of Munich,
D-85747 Garching, Germany

~Received 10 February 2003; accepted 15 April 2003!

A six-dimensional analytic potential-energy surface of the three valence states (N, V, Z) of ethene
has been constructed on the basis of complete-active-spaceab initio calculations andab initio
calculations with perturbation theory of second order based on a complete active reference space.
The nuclear coordinate space is spanned by the torsion, the C–C stretch coordinate, the left and right
pyramidalization and the symmetric and antisymmetric scissor coordinates. The C–H stretch
coordinates and the CH2 rocking angles are kept frozen at their ground-state equilibrium value. A
diabatic representation of the valence states of ethene has been constructed within the framework of
a Hückel-type model. The diabatic potential-energy elements are represented as analytic functions
of the relevant coordinates. The parameters of the analytic functions have been determined by a
least-squares fit of the eigenvalues of the diabatic potential-energy matrix to theab initio data for
one-dimensional and two-dimensional cuts of the six-dimensional surface. As a function of the
torsion, the analytic potential-energy surface describes the intersections of theV andZ states for
torsional angles near 90°, which are converted into conical intersections by the antisymmetric
scissor mode. As a function of pyramidalization of perpendicular ethene, it describes the
intersections of the diabaticN and Z states, which are converted into conical intersections by
displacements in the torsional mode. The analytic potential-energy surfaces can provide the basis for
a quantum wave packet description of the internal conversion of photoexcited ethene to the
electronic ground state via conical intersections. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1580092#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Although the ethene molecule is absolutely fundamen
both for organic photochemistry as well as electron
structure theory, our understanding of the spectroscopy
photochemistry of ethene is far from complete.1 Despite de-
cades of spectroscopic investigations and electronic-struc
calculations, there remain unsolved problems concerning
assignment of the UV absorption spectrum as well as
elementary reaction mechanisms of the photochemistry~for
reviews, see Refs. 2–4!.

The assignment of the UV absorption spectrum of eth
has turned out to be unexpectedly difficult. The reasons
the inherent diffuseness of the bands, preventing the app
tion of high-resolution spectroscopy, the severe overlapp
of intravalence and valence-Rydberg transitions, as wel
the complete absence of fluorescence.2–4 The spectrum of the
intravalencepp* transition is an extremely extended qua
continuum, exhibiting only faint indications of diffuse an
partly irregular vibrational structure. Thepp* spectrum is
believed to have its intensity maximum at 61 700 cm21 ~7.65
eV!.3 The determination of its precise location is difficu
because of overlapping transitions to Rydberg states.
though the electronic origin of thepp* transition cannot be
directly observed due to its extremely low intensity~esti-
mated as 10212 of the intensity maximum5!, it has been ex-
trapolated to 5.5 eV.6 The assignment of the weak and par
1390021-9606/2003/119(3)/1397/15/$20.00
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irregular vibrational structure with a spacing of abo
800 cm21 in C2H4 has been discussed controversially sin
the early investigations of Merer and Mulliken,7 Foo and
Innes,6 and McDiarmid and Charney.8 Wilkinson and
Mulliken5 and Merer and Mulliken,7 for example, assigned
the vibrational structure of thepp* spectrum to a progres
sion in the C–C stretching vibration, while McDiarmid an
Charney8 assigned the structure as pure torsion. Activity
the symmetric scissoring and out-of-plane wagging mo
has been observed in the UV resonance-Raman~RR! spec-
trum of ethene.9 Overall, at least half a dozen of differen
assignments of the vibrational structure of thepp* transi-
tion have been discussed.3

The assignment of the transitions to the expecteds,
3p, and 3d Rydberg states also has been found to be a
prisingly difficult task. The original assignment of the fir
Rydberg transition top→3s ~Refs. 2–4! has later been
called into question on grounds of both experimen
observations10 as well theoretical calculations,10–12 which
suggest the assignment of this band to thep→3py transi-
tion.

Very recently, new spectroscopic information has be
obtained by femtosecond pump–probe spectroscopy in
region of 6 eV~200 nm!.13,14 The time constant for interna
conversion from the1pp* state to the ground state has be
determined as 30615 fs ~Ref. 13! and 20610 fs ~Ref. 14!.
7 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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The interpretation of these data is not straightforward, ho
ever, since both electronic decay as well as irreversible
tion of the initially prepared wave packet out of th
ionization region may contribute to the observed decay of
pump–probe signal.13,14

The basic molecular-orbital~MO! model of ethene and a
qualitative description of the PE functions of the electro
states has been developed by Mulliken15 and discussed ex
tensively in textbooks of organic photochemistry, see, e
Refs. 16–18. Following the convention of Mulliken, th
electronic ground state and the valence excited singlet s
are designed asN ~for normal!, V ~for valence!, andZ ~for
zwitterionic!. Simple MO considerations indicate that theV
state should exhibit a lengthened C–C bond and that the
CH2 groups should be twisted by 90° at equilibrium (D2d

symmetry!.2 The doubly excited state (Z) is even more
strongly stabilized by twisting and becomes nearly degen
ate with theV state for torsional angles near 90°. Because
the quasidegeneracy ofV and Z in twisted ethene, even
small one-sided pyramidalization results in a localization
the orbitals and in a zwitterionic structure~the so-called
sudden-polarization effect!.16,19,20

The calculation of the vertical electronic spectrum
ethene (D2h symmetry! remains a challenge even for mode
advanced electronic-structure theory. The reason is
quasidegeneracy of valence and Rydberg states discu
above. A balanced description of the compact valence st
and the diffuse Rydberg states and their interaction requ
extended basis sets and a very accurate treatment of ele
correlation.21–33 The degree of diffuseness of the electr
density of theV state~measured bŷx2&) has been found to
be a property of key importance for the calculation of t
vertical excitation energy.31–36Since the accurate calculatio
of the vertical excitation energies is not the primary goal
the present work, we refer to the recent extensive studie
Krebs and Buenker31 and Lischka and co-workers33 for a
more detailed discussion of this topic.

Pioneering calculations of the PE surfaces of theN, V,
and Z states have been performed by Buenkeret al.20 and
Persico and Bonacˇić-Koutecký37 using the MRD-CI method.
These calculations were focused on the torsional coordin
the crossings ofV and Z PE functions for torsional angle
near 90°, and the sudden-polarization effect, as well as
crossings of theV state with the 3p Rydberg states.11,12One-
dimensional torsional PE functions of theN, V, Z states
have also been determined by Persico38 and Dormanset al.39

More recently, three-dimensional PE surfaces have been
tained by Groenenboom at the multireference CEPA leve
a function of torsion, C–C stretch, and the symmetric sc
sors coordinate.12 Ben-Nun and Martı´nez1 and Molina
et al.40 have characterized in more detail the conical inters
tions between theN, V, and Z states with the MRCI and
CASPT2 method, respectively. Additional nuclear degree
freedom ~hydrogen migration and hydrogen detachme!
have been considered by Ohmine41 and Evleth and Sevin.42

The geometry of the minimum of the intersection seam
theS1 andS0 PE surfaces of ethene has been determined
Freund and Klessinger at the CASSCF level.43

An early calculation of the vibrational structure of theV
Downloaded 14 Aug 2003 to 130.120.91.62. Redistribution subject to A
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state absorption spectrum has been performed by War
and Karplus within the Born–Oppenheimer, Condon, a
harmonic approximations.44 This approach has recently bee
further elaborated and combined with modern electron
structure theory by Mebelet al.30,45,46The nonadiabatic cou
pling of theV state with some of the Rydberg states and
effect of this coupling on the vibronic structure of the U
absorption spectrum has been analyzed by sev
investigators.10–12,46,47 Absorption spectra of nonadiabat
cally coupledV and Rydberg states have been calcula
with the inclusion of one,11 two,10 and three vibrational
modes,12,47 resulting in conflicting assignments of the v
bronic structure. These vibronic-structure calculations
not take into account the strong nonadiabatic coupling of
V state via theZ state with the electronic ground state (V–Z
andZ–N conical intersections1,40,43!. It should be mentioned
that RR spectra of theV state9,10 have been simulated b
Siebrand, Zgierski and co-workers within three-dimensio
models.48,49

The first time-dependent wave packet studies of the p
tochemistry of ethene have been performed by Persico38 and
Dormans et al.39 within one-dimensional models~torsion
only!. It is clear from the above-discussed electron
structure calculations on the qualitative shape of the PE
faces of ethene that at least the torsion, the C–C stre
motion, and the pyramidalization have to be included in
description of the photochemical dynamics. Possibly also
symmetric scissoring motion47–49 and hydrogen migration41

are involved. The construction ofab initio PE surfaces which
are appropriate for time-dependent wave packet simulat
of the photochemical dynamics of ethene, in particular,
internal conversion to the electronic ground state, thus
challenging task, which has not been tackled so far. The
ficulty of this task is considerably enhanced by the existe
of several conical intersections. As a consequence, a rea
ably efficient interpolation of theab initio PE surfaces re-
quires the construction of a diabatic representation of
electronic states~see Refs. 50–53 for reviews!.

An alternative approach, which bypasses the bottlen
of the construction of multisheeted multidimensional PE s
faces, is based on so-called direct-dynamics methods,
e.g., Refs. 54–57.Ab initio direct-dynamics simulations o
the photochemistry of ethene have been recently been
formed by Ben-Nun and Martı´nez, employing the so-called
multiple-spawning method within a minimal-active-spa
CASSCF framework.56,58 Granucci et al. have performed
direct-dynamics simulations of the photochemistry, using
surface-hopping method59 within a semiempirical model of
the electronic structure of ethene.60 While these direct-
dynamics calculations are full-dimensional, they are, at le
for the foreseeable future, limited to rather crude electron
structure models and involve an approximate treatmen
the nonadiabatic dynamics~surface hopping,59 Ehrenfest
mean-field dynamics,61 or variants thereof!. The simulations
of Ben-Nun and Martı´nez and Granucciet al. yield different
values for the lifetime of theV state@180 fs~Ref. 56! and 50
fs ~Ref. 60!, respectively#, which may be the consequence
the different electronic-structure models or the different a
proximations in the treatment of the nonadiabatic dynam
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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1399J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 3, 15 July 2003 Valence states of ethene
The multiple-spawning direct-dynamics method also h
been applied to the calculation of UV absorption and R
spectra of ethene, although with limited success.62 The ap-
proximations involved appear to be too crude to allow p
dictive calculations of the complex vibronic structure of t
UV absorption spectrum or RR excitation profiles of ethe

The aim of the present work is the construction of m
tidimensional PE surfaces of the ground and intravale
excited states of ethene, which significantly goes beyond
vious attempts. We focus on the singlet valence states (N, V,
Z), because these play the essential role in the inter
conversion dynamics of photoexcited ethene, which we w
to understand in microscopic detail. The consideration of
excited states of Rydberg character and their nonadiab
coupling with theV state certainly is important for the de
scription of the UV and RR spectra. These aspects have t
considered in future extensions of the present model of
valence-state photochemistry.

It appears impossible to develop from the outset a f
dimensional multistate PE surface of ethene in a system
manner. We have decided to take into account six of
twelve internal coordinates in the construction of the surfa
These include the torsion, the C–C stretch coordinate,
the left and right pyramidalization, which have been kno
to play a prominent role in the spectroscopy and photoch
istry, as discussed above. We have found that, in addition
inclusion of the antisymmetric scissoring motion is abs
lutely essential, since it is this mode which couples
quasidegenerateV and Z states inD2d symmetry in first
order. For completeness, the symmetric scissoring coordi
also is included, resulting in a six-dimensional nuclear co
dinate space~torsion, C–C stretch, two pyramidalization
two scissors!. The C–H stretch coordinates, on the oth
hand, as well as the symmetric and antisymmetric rock
coordinates, are kept frozen. It is well established that C
stretch motions are essentially Franck–Condon inactive
the N→V transition.2–4 Nevertheless, as pointed ou
in,41,43,56 hydrogen migration may come into play at lat
stages of the photoinduced dynamics. Moreover the h
frequency C–H-stretch modes may contribute, via anh
monic stretch–bend coupling on the ground-state PE surf
as accepting modes to the internal-conversion proces
should be kept in mind that these effects are not include
the present PE model.

We have adopted the CASSCF/CASPT2 electron
structure model63,64 as a compromise between accuracy a
computational cost. Although highly accurate MCSC
MRCI calculations with extended basis sets are technic
feasible for the excited states of ethene~see, e.g., Ref. 33!,
these calculations are too expensive for the scanning of l
parts of even few-dimensional surfaces. For a relativ
small molecule like ethene, the nondynamical electr
correlation effects can quite efficiently be treated at
CASSCF level. The remaining correlation effects, which
of dynamical character, are then reasonably accurately re
ered by the CASPT2 method. Compared with the dire
dynamics approach, we can employ larger basis sets
much better tailored active spaces. The diabatization of
two conical intersections is achieved with the help of a qu
Downloaded 14 Aug 2003 to 130.120.91.62. Redistribution subject to A
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tative electronic-structure model of the Hu¨ckel-type, the pa-
rameters of which are determined via a least-squares fit
of the eigenvalues of the 333 PE matrix to theab initio
data.

II. ELECTRONIC-STRUCTURE METHODS

As a reference for the definition of the internal displac
ment coordinates, the ground-state equilibrium geometry
been determined. The ground-state equilibrium geometry
the harmonic frequencies were computed by the M
method usingGAUSSIAN 98.65 For these calculations Dun
ning’s cc-pVTZ basis66 set was used.

Theab initio calculations of the ground and excited sta
PE surfaces have been performed at the CASSCF
CASPT2 levels, employing the cc-pVTZ basis set. T
choice of this rather compact basis set is justified, beca
we are primarily interested in the intravalence excited sta
in regions of nuclear coordinate space where valen
Rydberg mixing is not important. For the CASSCF calcu
tions, an active space of ten electrons distributed over
orbitals has been chosen. A full-valence CAS would con
of twelve active electrons distributed over twelve active
bitals. Since the calculations had to be performed with
symmetry restrictions on the electronic wave functions
avoid artefactual symmetry-breaking effects, 12/12-CASS
calculations are quite time-consuming. We have checked
test calculations that a 10/10 CASSCF~excluding the 2s
carbon orbitals from the active space! is a good approxima-
tion to a full-valence CASSCF for the electronic states
interest in the relevant regions of the nuclear coordin
space.

To achieve a balanced description of the ground and
cited electronic states, the three lowest electronic states h
been included in the CASSCF energy functional with eq
weights.

The calculation of cuts of the PE surfaces along the t
sional coordinate, which plays the role of the dominant lar
amplitude nuclear motion, has been initiated at a torsio
angle w of 90° (D2d symmetry for nonpyramidalized
ethene!. At this geometry, mixing of the valence states wi
Rydberg states is irrelevant, since the valence states are m
lower in energy than the Rydberg states. In order to foll
the valence excited states towards the planar configura
(D2h symmetry!, the CASSCF orbitals of the previous ge
ometry ~with larger torsional angle! have been employed a
starting orbitals for the wave function optimization.

At the ground-state equilibrium geometry, theV and Z
states are embedded in a manifold of Rydberg states. W
the present basis set, theZ state is the sixth excited state
this geometry. Converged calculations for the six low
states would be very difficult to perform. Therefore the PE
the Z state has not been calculated for near-planar ge
etries. This part of the PE surface of theZ state is irrelevant
for the photochemistry initiated by the excitation of theV
state.

The inclusion of dynamical correlation effects is indi
pensable to obtain PE surfaces which are of sufficient ac
racy for the study of spectroscopic and photochemical p
nomena. The dynamical correlation energy has b
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Downloaded 14 A
TABLE I. Ground-state harmonic frequencies of ethene~in cm21).

Frequency
Symmetry Mode MP2~this work! CCSD~T!a Expt.b Description

ag n1 3196 3157 3156 C–H sym. stretch
n2 1684 1672 1656 C–C stretch
n3 1384 1369 1372 CH2 sym. scissor

au n4 1076 1044 1045 torsion
b1u n5 3178 3139 3130 C–H sym. stretch

n6 1485 1479 1472 CH2 antisym. scissor
b2g n7 960 942 960 CH2 pyramid.~wagging!
b2u n8 3293 3246 3239 C–H antisym. stretch

n9 828 823 844 CH2 sym. rocking
b3g n10 3266 3219 3207 C–H antisym. stretch

n11 1247 1242 1249 CH2 antisym. rocking
b3u n12 984 967 968 CH2 pyramid.~wagging!

aReference 71.
bReference 74.
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determined with the CASPT2 method.64 The multistate ver-
sion of CASPT2~MS-CASPT2! ~Ref. 67! has been em-
ployed. Single-state CASPT2 calculations have been
formed for comparison. For most parts of the PE surface,
MS-CASPT2 and single-state CASPT2 results are essent
identical. A level shift of 0.3 a.u. has been found to be a
propriate for the minimization of intruder-state problems. A
CASSCF and CASPT2 calculations have been perform
with the MOLCAS-5 program package.68

The calculation of the PES on a grid in six dimensions
not feasible. Our approach to the construction of a qual
tively useful PE surface of ethene is based on the calcula
of one-dimensional and two-dimensional cuts. On
dimensional cuts have been calculated along the six sele
coordinates~torsion, C–C stretch, two pyramidalization
two scissors! to obtain an overview of important features
the surface. Then two-dimensional cuts were computed
take account of the nonseparability of the vibrational mo
in a pairwise manner. Not all possible pairs of the six
lected coordinates have been taken into account. Since
torsion breaks the C–C double bond, it has a pronoun
effect on the shape of the PE surfaces in the other coo
nates. Therefore, two-dimensional cuts of the torsion w
the other five coordinates were included in the construc
of the surface.

The definition of the C–C distance,r , is obvious. The
torsional angle,w, is defined as the angle between the tw
vectors connecting the hydrogen atoms of the CH2 groups.
The one-sided pyramidalization is defined as the angle of
vector from the carbon atom to the center of the two hyd
gen atoms with the axis through the two carbon atoms.
left~right! pyramidalization are denoted asq l and q r , re-
spectively. The scissoring displacement coordinates were
fined as symmetric and antisymmetric linear combination

aa5
a r2a l

2
, ~1a!

as5
~a r2a0!1~a l2a0!

2
, ~1b!
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wherea l anda r are the left and right scissor angles, respe
tively, anda0 is the scissor angle at the ground-state eq
librium geometry.

As a function of the torsional angle, the energies ha
been calculated on an equidistant grid fromw50 to w
590° in steps of 10°. A much denser grid has been cho
for w.70°, where theV and Z states become close in en
ergy and interact via other vibrational modes. The pyram
dalization angle has been varied betweenq50 and q
5150° in steps of 10°. As a function of the symmetric a
antisymmetric scissoring coordinates, the energies were
culated between230° and 30° with a step size of 2°. Th
C–C distancer has been varied between 1.132 and 1.732
in steps of 0.1 Å. In several critical regions of the PE surfa
a higher density of the grid points has been chosen.

A technical problem has been encountered in the ca
lations involving displacements in the antisymmetric scis
coordinate nearw590°. The aa coordinate couples the
nearly degenerateV andZ states of perpendicular ethene
first order. The resulting strong mixing of the electron
states for small, but nonzero,aa cannot properly be de
scribed with either the single-state CASPT2 method or M
CASPT2. The vibronic interaction is, on the other han
properly ~and presumably also with good accuracy! de-
scribed at the CASSCF level. The one-dimensional and t
dimensional cuts involving the antisymmetric scissori
mode were therefore calculated with the CASSCF metho

III. ADIABATIC POTENTIAL-ENERGY SURFACES

A. Ground-state equilibrium geometry and vertical
excitation energies

The optimization of the ground-state geometry of ethe
yields a C–C distance of 1.332 Å, a C–H distance of 1.0
Å, and a HCH angle of 117.3°. These values have an e
which is less then one percent in comparison to the exp
mental data.69,70 This optimized geometry was used as t
reference geometry for all calculations performed at the M
CASPT2 level of theory.

In Table I the ground-state harmonic vibrational freque
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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1401J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 3, 15 July 2003 Valence states of ethene
cies of ethene are summarized. Compared to o
calculations71,72 or spectroscopic data,9,73 the error of the
MP2 harmonic frequencies is less than 2%.

At the ground-state equilibrium geometry, single-po
CASSCF and MS-CASPT2 calculations have been p
formed to determine the vertical excitation energies. The fi
excited singlet state is thepp* excited state, and the secon
excited state at this geometry is the 3s Rydberg state. The
vertical excitation energy of theV state is found to be 7.95
eV and is compared in Table II with other calculations fro
the literature. It can be seen that the calculated excita
energies of theV state lie between about 7.6 eV and 8.4 e
The currently best value is 7.69 eV, estimated by Mu¨ller
et al. from large MR-AQCC and MR-SDCI calculations.33

The latter value is in good agreement with the estima
maximum of the pp* absorption band.11 It should be
stressed that our calculations have been tailored to yield
bal valence-state PE surfaces; neither the basis set no
active space have been optimized to give good vertical e
tation energies.

The present calculation gives a value of 12.7a0
2 for ^x2&,

which is, as expected for the cc-pVTZ basis set, too low
comparison with the currently best estimate of about 17a0

2.33

As found in previous CASPT2 calculations, the vertical e
citation energy of theV state is slightly overestimated by th
CASPT2 method.28,35,67

Theoretical data for the excitation energies atw5 p/2,
with all other coordinates fixed at their ground-state equi
rium value, are much more scarce. At this geometry, we fi
an excitation energy for theV state of 5.48 eV and an exc
tation energy of 5.38 eV for theZ state. In agreement with
Buenkeret al.,20 the Z state is the lowest excited state atw
5 p/2. Molina et al.40 have assumed in their MS-CASPT
calculations that atw5 p/2 the V and Z state are truly de-
generate states. But symmetry rules this possibility out, s
the electrons occupye-orbitals, ande^ e contains only one-
dimensional representations inD2d symmetry. Therefore
only an accidental degeneracy is possible. Our calcula
excitation energy of theV state of perpendicular ethene is

TABLE II. Calculated excitation energies~in eV! of theN, V, andZ states
at w50 andw5 p/2.

State w50 w5 p/2

N ¯ 3.06
2.8a

V 7.95 5.48
8.07,a 7.69,b 8.40c 5.4,a 6.29i

7.99,d 7.98,e 7.99f

7.96,g 7.90–7.95h

Z 5.38
'12.5i 5.4,a 6.15i

aMSPT2 ~Ref. 40!.
bMRCI-AQCC ~Ref. 33!.
cCASPT2~Ref. 28!.
dEOM-CCSD~T! ~Ref. 29!.
eMS-CASPT2~Ref. 67!.
fCAS-SDCI ~Ref. 32!.
gMRCI ~Ref. 21!.
hMRD-CI ~Ref. 31!.
iMRD-CI ~Ref. 20!.
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good agreement with the extrapolated origin of theV state
absorption band of about 5.5 eV.6

The barrier height for rigid torsion in the ground state
found to be 3.06 eV. At the perpendicular geometry, t
ground state and the first excited state (Z) are separated by
2.32 eV. In comparison with the MS-CASPT2 calculations
Molina et al.40 and the SA-6-CAS(2/6)* SDCI results of
Ben-Nunet al.,1 which both found an energy gap of abo
2.5 eV, this value appears to be too low. The deviation m
be due to the different basis sets used or the different ac
spaces.

B. One-dimensional cuts

For the photophysics of ethene, the most important o
dimensional cut is along the torsion. The torsional potent
energy functions are presented in Fig. 1 for two differe
C–C distances, the equilibriumr value of the ground state
@Fig. 1~a!# andr 51.486 Å, which is the equilibriumr value
of the V state inD2h symmetry1 @Fig. 1~b!#. Here and in the
following, all energies are referred to the minimum energy
the electronic ground-state. As already found by Buen
et al.20 and Ohmine,41 the V and Z states cross betweenw
580° andw590°, whenr is kept fixed at the ground-stat
equilibrium value. An inspection of the wave function at th
D2d geometry reveals that the singly excited state (V) is the
second excited state at this geometry.

The crossing of theV and Z states along the torsion
gives rise to two pairs of conical intersections. For the

FIG. 1. Analytic global fit~full lines! andab initio points ~crosses! of the
adiabatic PEs of theN, V, and Z states alongw ~for q50) at ~a! the
ground-state equilibrium C–C distance and at~b! 1.486 Å, the equilibrium
value of theV state, optimized inD2h symmetry~Ref. 1!. In ~b! only the two
excited adiabatic states (V, Z) are shown. The diabatic potentials are di
played as dotted lines in~a!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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intersections, the torsion is the tuning mode leading to
intersection, and the antisymmetric scissor mode is the c
pling mode, leading to vibronic coupling in first order. Th
conical intersection between the two excited states is loc
betweenw580° andw590°. Buenkeret al. have located
the conical intersection atw582°.20

In Fig. 2, the one-dimensional cut calculated at t
CASSCF level alongaa at w5 p/2 is shown. The cut at the
perpendicular geometry was chosen, because the cou
between the two excited states and the ground state is
minimum at this geometry. The double-minimum shape
the lower (Z state! PE function is characteristic for linea
vibronic coupling by a nontotally symmetric mode.75,76

In twisted ethene, the nearly degenerateV and Z states
also interact via the pyramidalization coordinate~the sudden-
polarization effect19,20!. A symmetry analysis reveals that th
coupling is in second order in the pyramidalization. The
functions alongq ~one-sided pyramidalization! of perpen-
dicular ethene are shown in Fig. 3. It is seen that theZ state
is stabilized by pyramidalization and intersects theN state
for q'115°. This intersection has been discussed previou
in Refs. 1, 40, and 42.

FIG. 2. Adiabatic PE functions of theZ and V states alongaa at w
5 p/2, calculated at the CASSCF level. The dashed lines connect thab
initio data~crosses!.

FIG. 3. Adiabatic PEs of the valence states of perpendicular ethenr
51.332 Å) as a function of the one-sided pyramidalization angleq.
Crosses:ab initio data; full lines: global analytic fit~see text!.
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The adiabatic PES of theN, V, andZ states as a func
tion of the C–C stretch coordinate are shown in Fig. 4 for~a!
planar and~b! perpendicular ethene. TheZ state PE function
is not included in~a!, because it is too high in energy. On
can see that theV-state PE minimum along this cut is locate
at r'1.52 Å in planar ethene and atr'1.38 Å in perpen-
dicular ethene. These results are in good agreement with
MS-CASPT2 geometry optimizations of Molinaet al.40

In perpendicular ethene, Fig. 4~b!, the minimum of the
ground state occurs at much longer C–C distances, reflec
the missingp bond. The minimum of theV state along this
cut is found at a C–C distance which is about 0.1 Å shor
than the minimum of the same cut forw50.

C. Two-dimensional cuts

Contour plots of the adiabatic PE surfaces as a func
of the torsion and the coordinatesq,r , andas are shown in
Figs. 5–7. Theab initio data, interpolated by a cubic spline
are shown as the dotted lines. The full lines represent
global analytic fit to theab initio data ~see Sec. IV!. The
two-dimensional cut as a function ofw and aa has been
computed at the CASSCF level only, as explained in Sec
A cubic-spline interpolation of these data in thew,aa plane
is shown in Fig. 8.

The most interesting surface is the two-dimensional s
face along torsion and pyramidalization, which has been
cussed previously.56 A contour plot of theS0 , S1 , andS2 ab

(

FIG. 4. Adiabatic PEs of the valence states of planar~a! and perpendicular
~b! ethene as a function of the C–C distance. Crosses:ab initio data. Full
lines: global analytic fit~see text!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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1403J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 3, 15 July 2003 Valence states of ethene
initio surfaces is shown in Fig. 5. The PE surfaces of
ground state and first excited state can be computed
good quality over the complete range ofw and q. The S2

energies have been computed only forw.40° to avoid per-
turbation of the data by crossings with Rydberg states.
S0 and S2 surfaces are very steep alongq, while the S1

surface is more shallow for near-perpendicular geometr
The surfaces of Fig. 5 show a strong nonseparability of
sion and pyramidalization.

The effect of the C–C distance on the torsional pot
tials is revealed by Fig. 6. It can be seen that the torsion
C–C stretch mode are strongly coupled in the ground as
as excited states. The C–C equilibrium distance increase
a function ofw in the electronic ground state@Fig. 6~b!#. This

FIG. 5. Contour plots of the adiabatic PE surfaces as a function ofw andq.
A cubic spline interpolation of theab initio data is shown as dotted lines
while the global analytic fit is given by the full lines.~a! Ground state,~b!
first excited state,~c! second excited state. The contour lines have a spa
of ~a!–~b!: 0.75 eV,~c!: 1.00 eV.
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reflects the breaking of thep bond upon torsion. In theV
state, on the other hand, the C–C equilibrium distance
creases with increasing torsion, in agreement with sim
MO considerations. The PE surface of theZ state has been
calculated forw.40° only and is thus incomplete. Becau
it is not of relevance of the UV photochemistry of ethene,
attempts have been made to generate a more exte
Z-state surface.

In Fig. 7 the PE surfaces are shown as a function ow
and as . It is seen that the nonseparability ofw and as is
rather weak. The equilibrium geometry as a function ofas is
almost independent ofw in both N andZ states.

The adiabatic PE surfaces as a function ofw and the

g

FIG. 6. Contour plots of the adiabatic PE surfaces as a function ofw andr .
A cubic spline interpolation of theab initio data is shown as dotted lines
while the global analytical fit is given by the full lines.~a! Ground state,~b!
first excited state,~c! second excited state. The contour lines have a spac
of 0.75 eV.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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antisymmetric scissor coordinateaa , calculated at the
CASSCF level, are displayed in Fig. 8. For theN and Z
states, the PES are essentially separable inw andaa . In the
adiabaticS1 state, on the other hand, we observe the de
opment of a double-minimum potential as a functionaa for
large torsional angles (w.75°). This feature reflects th
first-order vibronic coupling between theV andZ states via
aa for near-perpendicular geometries, as discussed abov

IV. DIABATIC POTENTIAL-ENERGY SURFACES
AND GLOBAL ANALYTIC FIT

A. Electronic-structure model for the N, V,
and Z states

Omitting thes framework and considering only the 2p
orbitals on the carbon atoms, theN state has the configura

FIG. 7. Contour plots of the adiabatic PE surfaces as a function ofw and
as . A cubic spline interpolation of theab initio data is shown as dotted
lines, while the global analytic fit is given by the full lines.~a! Ground state,
~b! first excited state,~c! second excited state. The contour lines have
spacing of 0.75 eV.
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tion p2 andV corresponds to the singly excited state with t
configurationpp* . The Z state is the doubly excited stat
with a p* 2 configuration.

The diabatic states can be constructed employing d
calizedp/p* orbitals. These are given as the symmetric a
antisymmetric combinations of the 2p orbitals of the carbon
atoms. This choice of MOs is very natural at the equilibriu
geometry. However, torsion around the carbon–carbon
plays a prominent role in the photoexcitation process. A
twisted geometry, corresponding to a 90° torsional angle,
overlap between the 2p orbitals vanishes. Instead of usin
the delocalized orbitals,

FIG. 8. Contour plots of the adiabatic PE surfaces as a function ofw and
aa . A cubic spline interpolation of theab initio data~CASSCF! is shown as
dotted lines.~a! Ground state,~b! first excited state,~c! second excited state
The line spacing for~a! and ~c! is 0.5 eV, for~b! it is 0.1 eV.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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up&5
1

&
~ u2pr&1u2pl&), ~2a!

up* &5
1

&
~ u2pr&2u2pl&), ~2b!

it might then be more convenient to use the localized or
als,

ur &5u2pr&, ~3a!

u l &5u2pl&, ~3b!

directly. It should be pointed out that in Eq.~2! a vanishing
overlap of theu2pr& and u2pl& orbitals has been assume
Since Eqs.~2! and ~3! are used here only to motivate
localized-to-delocalized transformation matrix, which is co
structed in a geometry-independent manner, the overlap
tween theu2pr& andu2pl& orbitals needs not to be considere
explicitly. A similar approach, which includes the overla
explicitly, has been formulated by Tennyson and Murrell.77

Using these orbitals, two alternative sets of diaba
states can be constructed. A delocalized description base
the statesup2&, upp* &, and up* 2& can be chosen, or a lo
calized representation employing the statesur 2&, url &, and
u l 2&. Here upp* & and url & are to be understood as line
combinations which are properly antisymmetrized with
spect to electron exchange.

The diabatic PE matrix in the delocalized basis is d
fined as

V5S Vp2 Vp2,p* 2 Vp2,pp*

Vp2,p* 2 Vp* 2 Vp* 2,pp*

Vp2,pp* Vp* 2,pp* Vpp*

D . ~4!

Equivalently, the PE matrix can be written in the localiz
basis as

U†VU5S Vr 2 Vr 2,l 2 Vr 2,rl

Vr 2,l 2 Vl 2 Vl 2,rl

Vr 2,rl Vl 2,rl Vrl

D , ~5!

where the transformation matrix is given by

U5S 1

2

1

2

1

&

1

2

1

2
2

1

&

1

&
2

1

&
0

D . ~6!

The above PE matrices can be characterized by six inde
dent potential functions. Choosing definitions which treat
localized and delocalized representation symmetrically,
introduce the six functionsVpot,Vz ,Vp ,Vpyr ,Vc , and VD .
Employing these functions, the diabatic matrix elements
written as

Vp25Vpot1
Vc

2
1Vp , ~7a!
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Vp* 25Vpot1
Vc

2
2Vp , ~7b!

Vpp* 5Vpot2Vc , ~7c!

Vp2,pp* 5
1

&
~Vpyr1Vz!, ~7d!

Vp* 2,pp* 5
1

&
~Vpyr2Vz!, ~7e!

Vp2,p* 25VD1
Vc

2
, ~7f!

in the delocalized basis and

Vr 25Vpot1
VD

2
1Vpyr , ~8a!

Vl 25Vpot1
VD

2
2Vpyr , ~8b!

Vrl 5Vpot2VD , ~8c!

Vr 2,rl 5
1

&
~Vp1Vz!, ~8d!

Vl 2,rl 5
1

&
~Vp2Vz!, ~8e!

Vr 2,l 25
VD

2
1Vc , ~8f!

in the localized basis.
The potential functionVpot always appears on the diag

onal of V, independent of the representation. Similarly,Vz

keeps its off-diagonal position. These functions thus play
same role in the localized and delocalized representati
Therefore, they cannot be connected to anyp-binding ef-
fects. They should therefore describe mainlys-binding and
steric effects.Vp andVpyr , on the other hand, exchange the
position when changing from the delocalized to the localiz
representation. Investigating the delocalized representa
Vp can obviously be associated with thep-binding energy.
2Vp is the energy difference between theup2& and up* 2&
states. Similarly, 2Vpyr is the energy difference between th
localized statesu l 2& and ur 2&. It thus describes the gain o
loss of energy due to the formation of the zwitterionic stru
tures.VD and Vc also interchange their position.VD repre-
sents the energy difference between the biradical stateurl &
and the average energy of the two zwitterionic states@see
Eqs.~8a!–~8c!#. Analogously,Vc gives the energy difference
between theupp* & state and the average energy of theup2&
and up* 2& states@see Eqs.~7a!–~7c!#.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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B. Symmetry considerations and two-mode
expansion of the potential-energy functions

In principle, the potential matrix is a function of a
twelve internal coordinates. As discussed above, only six
lected coordinates are considered in the present work:w, r ,
q l , q r , as , andaa .

In analogy to theab initio surface calculations discusse
in Sec. III, the functionsVpot,Vz ,Vp ,Vpyr ,Vc , andVD ~and
thus also the diabatic PE matrices! are represented as re
stricted two-body expansions,

Vi5Vi
(1D)~w!1Vi

(q l )~w,q l !1Vi
(qr )~w,q r !1Vi

(r )~w,r !

1Vi
(as)~w,as!1Vi

(aa)
~w,aa!, ~9!

for ViP$Vpot,Vz ,Vp ,Vpyr ,Vc ,VD%. Except for the torsionw,
the one-body terms are included inVi

(g)(w,g) in this nota-
tion. In this expansion, the torsion is pairwise coupled to
other modes, while all other correlation terms have be
omitted.

Obviously, all functions have to be 2p-periodic with re-
spect tow: Vi

(g)(w)5Vi
(g)(w12p). Permutation of the two

hydrogens at the right CH2 group transformsw→w1p, q r

→2q r and retains all other coordinate values. This trans
mation changes the sign of theur & orbital. Permutation of the
two hydrogens at the left CH2 group analogously transform
w→w1p, q l→2q l and changes the sign of theu l & orbital.
Then from Eq.~8! it follows:

Vi~w,q r ,q l !5Vi~w1p,2q r ,q l !

5Vi~w1p,q r ,2q l ! for i P$pot,D,pyr,c%,

~10a!

Vi~w,q r ,q l !52Vi~w1p,2q r ,q l !

52Vi~w1p,q r ,2q l ! for i P$p,z%. ~10b!

Since in all termsVi
(g) of the two-body expansion, Eq.~9!,

eitherq l or q r vanishes, one finds

Vi
(g)~w,g!5Vi

(g)~w1p,g! for i P$pot,D,pyr,c%, ~11a!

Vi
(g)~w,g!52Vi

(g)~w1p,g! for i P$p,z%. ~11b!

Combining the above two arguments, one finds that
Vi

(q l )(w,q l) andVi
(qr )(w,q r) have to be even functions ofq l

andq r , respectively.
There are four permutations which exchange the ato

of the two CH2 groups. One of these permutations tran
forms w→w, q r→q l , q l→q r , aa→2aa and retains all
other coordinate values. This transformation changes
ur &-orbital to the 2u l &-orbital and the u l &-orbital to the
2ur &-orbital. From Eq.~7! follows:

Vi~w,q l ,q r ,aa!5Vi~w,q r ,q l ,2aa!

for i P$pot,D,p,c%, ~12a!

Vi~w,q l ,q r ,aa!52Vi~w,q r ,q l ,2aa!

for i P$pyr,z%. ~12b!
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The other three permutations yield equivalent equatio
Thus,Vi

(qr ) is completely determined byVi
(q l ) ,

Vi
(qr )~w,q r !5Vi

(q l )~w,q l ! for i P$pot,D,p,c%, ~13a!

Vi
(qr )~w,q r !52Vi

(q l )~w,q l ! for i P$pyr,z%. ~13b!

Vi
(aa)(w,aa) is an even function ofaa for i P$pot,D,p,c%

and an odd function of the antisymmetric scissor mode
i P$pyr,z%.

For further considerations the one-body and two-bo
terms of expansion~9! are splitted into different classes:G1

5$1D,r ,as%, G25$aa ,q l ,q r%. SinceVi
(g1) does not depend

on q l ,q r , andaa for g1PG1 , Eq. ~12! yields

Vi
(g1)

~w,g1!52Vi
(g1)

~w,g1!50, for i P$pyr,z%.
~14!

In D2d symmetry, i.e., forw5 p/2 and any values ofr , as ,
the p and p* orbitals are degenerate. Thus,Vp25Vp* 2 in
Eq. ~7! andVp

(g1)(w5 p/2 ,g1)50 for g1PG1 . Choosing a
diabatic basis where theup& andup* & orbitals are degenerat
for w5 p/2 independent ofq l ,q r ,aa , one also finds
Vp

(g2)(w5 p/2 ,g2)50 for g2PG2 .
In agreement with the symmetry properties discus

above, the functionsVpot
(g) , VD

(g) , Vpyr
(g) , Vc

(g) will be repre-
sented as polynomial expansions in sin2 w and the functions
Vp

(g) andVz
(g) are given as expansions in cos2n21 w. The func-

tions Vi
(q l ) ,Vi

(qr ) ,Vi
(r ) ,Vi

(aa) , and Vi
(as) will be given as

polynomials in q l
2 ,q r

2 ,r ,as , and aa , respectively. These
functions do not contain purelyw-dependent terms in thei
polynomial expansions, since the torsional one-body te
are contained inVi

(1D) .

C. Analytic representation of the potentials

The expansion coefficients of the PE functionsVi
(g) have

been determined by a Levenberg–Marquardt least-square
procedure using the algorithm provided by the GNU scie
tific library.78 Only coefficients which significantly improve
the quality of the fit were retained.

The coefficients are determined by a fit of the two lowe
adiabatic PE surfaces to theab initio results. The third adia-
batic potential energy surface was excluded from the
since the quality of theab initio data for the second excite
valence-state was significantly lower. Nevertheless the e
gies predicted by our model for the second excited state
face were checked in regions where theab initio points are
considered to be reliable. This comparison provides an a
tional check of the quality of our model.

The functions Vi
(1D)(w)1Vi

(q l )(w,q l),Vi
(1D)(w)

1Vi
(r )(w,r ),Vi

(1D)(w)1Vi
(as)(w,as), and Vi

(1D)(w)

1Vi
(aa)(w,aa), have been determined by separate tw

dimensional fits in the respective coordinates. The resul
one-dimensional potentials show the same form,

Vpot
(1D)~w!5A1A2 sin2 w1A4 sin4 w, ~15a!

Vp
(1D)~w!5C1 cosw1C3 cos3 w, ~15b!

Vc
(1D)~w!5D, ~15c!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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VD
(1D)~w!5E, ~15d!

Vpyr
(1D)~w!50, ~15e!

Vz
(1D)~w!50. ~15f!

The parameter values obtained forVi
(1D)(w) from the differ-

ent 2D fits were quite similar. For the final results present
the values from thew,q l fit have been chosen.

For Vi
(q l )(w,q l) one obtains

Vpot
(q l )~w,q l !5A02q l

21A04q l
41A22~sinw!2q l

2, ~16a!

Vp
(q l )~w,q l !5C12~cosw!q l

2, ~16b!

Vc
(q l )~w,q l !50, ~16c!

VD
(q l )~w,q l !50, ~16d!

Vpyr
(q l )~w,q l !5B02q l

21B04q l
41B22~sinw!2q l

2, ~16e!

Vz
(q l )~w,q l !50. ~16f!

The resulting parameters are given in Table III. Figure
shows the contour plots of the fitted PES as a function ow
and q in comparison with theab initio results. A detailed
discussion will be given in the next section.

The w –r fit results in

Vpot
(r )~w,r !5A001~r 2r (0)!1A002~r 2r (0)!2

1A003~r 2r (0)!31A004~r 2r (0)!4

1A201~sin2 w!~r 2r (0)!, ~17a!

TABLE III. Parameters of the 2D fit as a function ofw andq. Energies are
in eV and angles are in radians.

A A2 A4 A02 A04 A22

6.854 23.158 1.012 0.5991 0.06073 0.0612

B02 B04 B22

20.9895 0.06439 0.1002

C1 C3 C12

24.744 21.533 0.1637

D E
20.802 1.686
Downloaded 14 Aug 2003 to 130.120.91.62. Redistribution subject to A
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Vp
(r )~w,r !5C101~cosw!~r 2r (0)!

1C102~cosw!~r 2r (0)!2, ~17b!

Vc
(r )~w,r !5D001~r 2r (0)!1D002~r 2r (0)!2, ~17c!

VD
(r )~w,r !5E001~r 2r (0)!1E002~r 2r (0)!2, ~17d!

Vpyr
(r )~w,r !50, ~17e!

Vz
(r )~w,r !50, ~17f!

wherer (0) is the ground-state equilibrium C–C distance. T
corresponding parameters are given in Table IV. Cont
plots of the adiabatic PE surfaces of the analytical mode
function ofw andr are shown in Fig. 6 in comparison to th
ab initio data.

The fit to V(1D)1V(as) results in

Vpot
(as)~w,as!5A0001as1A0002as

21A2001~sinw!2as ,
~18a!

Vp
(as)~w,as!5C1001~cosw!as1C1002~cosw!as

2, ~18b!

Vc
(as)~w,as!5D0001as1D0002as

2, ~18c!

VD
(as)~w,as!5E0001as1E0002as

2, ~18d!

Vpyr
(as)~w,as!50, ~18e!

Vz
(as)~w,as!50. ~18f!

The parameters for the PE surface as a function of tors
and the symmetric scissor coordinate are summarized
Table V. The adiabatic PE surfaces of the analytic fit a
compared with theab initio data in Fig. 7.

TABLE V. Parameters of the 2D fit as a function ofw andas . Energies are
in eV and the angles are in radians.

A A2 A4 A0001 A0002 A2001

6.947 23.295 1.009 0.458 3.648 0.207

C1 C3 C1001 C1002

24.767 21.649 20.384 0.995

D D0001 D0002

20.790 20.177 20.095

E E0001 E0002

1.600 0.269 20.709
TABLE IV. Parameters of the 2D fit as a function ofw andr . Energies are in eV,w is in radians, andr in atomic
units.

A A2 A4 A001 A002 A003 A004 A201

6.868 23.475 1.280 24.011 8.6820 27.75735 3.453231 2.209

C1 C3 C101 C102

24.512 21.761 4.393 20.1373

D D001 D002

20.878 20.796 0.2069

E E001 E002

1.611 1.138 20.2293
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Due to the problems of theab initio calculations for
aaÞ0 discussed above,Vi

(aa) could not be determined from
a straightforward 2D fit inw andaa . From the MS-CASPT2
and CASSCF results, the following potentials have been
termined~parameter values are given in Table VI!,

Vpot
(aa)

~w,aa!5A00002aa
2, ~19a!

Vp
(aa)

~w,aa!5C10002~cosw!aa
2, ~19b!

Vc
(aa)

~w,aa!50, ~19c!

VD
(aa)

~w,aa!50, ~19d!

Vpyr
(aa)

~w,aa!5B00001aa , ~19e!

Vz
(aa)

~w,aa!50. ~19f!

The parametersA00002andC10002have been obtained from
fit to the ground-state MS-CASPT2 results.B00001was deter-
mined from the difference of the two upper adiabatic el
tronic energies forw5 p/2.

D. Discussion of the six-dimensional potential model

The comparison of the global fit to theab initio data in
Figs. 5–7 shows that for all cuts the fit of the first two P
surfaces is of good quality. Especially at near-D2d geom-
etries, which are particularly important for the photochem
cal dynamics, the fit is rather accurate. Although the th
state is not included into the fit, its PE surface is predicted
a qualitatively correct manner. The parameters defined in
~15! are determined independently in each 2D fit. The val
obtained and reported in Tables III–VI are similar. Th
again indicates that the electronic-structure model of S
IV A describes the essentials of the electronic structure of
valence states of ethene.

Due to its dynamical importance, thew and q depen-
dence will be investigated more closely. The adiabatic en
gies of the fitted potential-energy surfaces as well as theab
initio data are shown in Fig. 1 as a function ofw. All other
coordinates have been fixed at their ground state equilibr
value in Fig. 1~a!, while in Fig. 1~b! the C–C distance is
1.486 Å ~equilibrium r value of theV state inD2h symme-
try!. Note that the 2p-periodic diabaticN andZ states cross
for w5 p/2 and that the diabatic and adiabaticV states are
the same. The adiabatic energies of the second excited s
which have not been explicitly included in the fit, are asto
ishingly well reproduced.

The adiabatic analytic potentials as a function of t
one-sided pyramidalization angleq for perpendicular ethene
(r 51.486 Å) are shown in Fig. 3 in comparison to the M
CASPT2ab initio data. It is seen that the fit is quite accura
near the intersection of theS0 andS1 surfaces atq'117°.

TABLE VI. Parameters of the fit of the antisymmetric scissor coordin
aa . Energies are in eV, and the antisymmetric scissor angle is in radia

A00002 4.3823
B00001 0.6416
C10002 0.2589
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This is a critical region of the PE surface, since this coni
intersection provides the mechanism for ultrafast inter
conversion to the electronic ground state. Again, the anal
S2 PE function agrees fairly well with theab initio data,
although these have not been included in the fitting pro
dure.

The conical intersection of theS0 and S1 adiabatic PE
surfaces in thew,q nuclear coordinate space is displayed
Fig. 9. Note that the global surface actually exhibits two
such intersections, corresponding to left or right pyramid
ization, respectively. It is seen that the torsion plays the r
of the coupling mode: it lifts the accidental degeneracy
w590° in first order in the twisting from the perpendicul
configuration. Within the 6D analytic PE model, the ener
of the point of intersection has been minimized with resp
to the remaining coordinates (r ,as ,aa). The minimum of
the seam of intersection is found atw590°, q5110°, as

521°, aa51°, andr 51.295 Å. The energy of the inter
section minimum is 6.53 eV, which is 1.42 eV below th
vertical excitation energy of theV state.

In the nomenclature of Atchityet al.,79 this conical in-
tersection is of the peaked type in agreement with the fi
ings of Ben-Nun and Martı´nez.1 They have found two coni-
cal intersections, a peaked intersection as a function ofw and
q and a sloped one, which occurs along a hydrogen mig
tion path. The latter is not included in our model, since t
CH distances~as well as the rocking coordinates! are frozen.

V. VIBRATIONAL LEVELS

The intention for the development of a three-sheeted
dimensional PE surface of ethene is the treatment of
photoinduced dynamics in a time-dependent wave pac
picture. These calculations will be described in a forthco
ing publication.80 To control some of the approximations in
voked in the construction of the surface, in particular t
freezing of coordinates and the neglect of intermode c
pling terms, it is useful to calculate the lowest vibration
levels of the ground-state surface and to compare these
full-dimensional normal-mode calculations.

.

FIG. 9. Conical intersection of theS0 and S1 surfaces of ethene inw,q
space. The other coordinates (r ,as ,aa) have been relaxed to minimize th
energy of the intersection.
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We have used the multiconfigurational time-depend
Hartree~MCTDH! method,81,82 which allows us to deal eas
ily with the six vibrational variables and three electron
states of the problem. In the MCTDH approach, an op
mized set of time-dependent basis functions, called sin
particle functions, is employed for the description of t
wave function. The number of expansion terms required
the representation of the wave function is much smaller t
in standard wave packet propagation schemes due to the
that the uncorrelated motion is represented by the motio
the single-particle functions themselves. The eigenstates
determined via an iterative diagonalization of exp(2bH)
based on MCTDH propagation.83,84 The basis set is define
in Table VII. For all degrees of freedom, a Fourier basis-
representation has been used. 30 Lanczos iterations ab
5400 a.u. are sufficient to converge the vibrational lev
presented. The vibrational levels are computed for the low
diabatic PE surface as well as for the fully coupled syst
including all three diabatic potential energy surfaces. T
kinetic-energy operator of the system was approximated
neglecting derivative cross terms and terms smaller t
mH /mC.80

Table VIII presents the lowest vibrational levels obtain
for the lowest diabatic potential energy surface and for
full model with the three coupled electronic states, resp
tively, together with the frequencies fromab initio harmonic
calculations. For all but the symmetric scissor mode, the
citation energies of the fundamentals are lower than theab
initio frequencies. The frequency difference between
symmetric and antisymmetric pyramidalization is undere
mated by the model. This is a consequence of the fact
the ab initio calculations for the construction of the mod

TABLE VII. Number of single particle functions (n) and of grid points (N)
used for each of the six coordinates. The limiting box~Min, Max! is given in
degrees for the angular variables and in Bohr for the stretching coordin

Coordinate n N Min Max

w 6 96 290 90
q l 7 32 2103 103
q r 7 32 2103 103
a l 4 32 71 174
a r 4 32 71 174
r 4 64 20.8 1.4

TABLE VIII. Comparison of the lowest vibrational energy levels~in cm21)
using the lowest diabatic potential curve~1 state!, the full potential model~3
coupled electronic states! and theab initio harmonic frequencies, which
were calculated at the MP2 level.

1 state 3 states Excitation Ab initio ~harmonic!

1657 1599 stretch n251684
1651 1647 2 quanta in pyramidalization
1649 1636 2 quanta in pyramidalization
1635 1630 2 quanta in pyramidalization
1458 1465 antisymmetric scissor n651485
1448 1453 symmetric scissor n351384
993 959 torsion n451076
818 813 symmetric pyramidalization n12 5984
816 813 antisymmetric pyramidalization n75960
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have been done for one local pyramidalization displacem
only, see Sec. IV B. The frequency difference between
two scissor motions is also underestimated. This deficie
is related to the parametersA0002andA00002, which represent
the curvature of the PE surface along the symmetric
antisymmetric scissor motions.

The calculations performed with the three coupled s
faces correspond to the determination of the vibrational l
els of the adiabatic ground-state surface. As one sees in T
VIII, the frequencies for the pyramidalizations and for th
scissors are very similar in both cases~diabatic and adia-
batic!. On the contrary, the frequencies for the torsion a
the stretch are both lowered when the three surfaces
taken into account. The fact that the frequency of the tors
is modified is not surprising, since the diabatization along
torsion is important. The change of the frequency for t
stretching is directly related to the nonseparability of t
potential-energy surface with respect to stretching a
torsion.

The vibrational energies presented here are converge
better than 5 cm21 with respect to the MCTDH basis se
size. Bearing in mind that the restricted-dimensional anal
cal potential of the present work has been developed fo
description of the three valence electronic states and for la
geometry distortions, the agreement between the low
ground-state vibrational levels and the corresponding f
dimensionalab initio frequencies is satisfactory.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A three-sheeted six-dimensional PE surface of theN, V,
and Z valence states of ethene has been constructed on
basis of extended CASSCF/CASPT2ab initio calculations.
The six nuclear coordinates, which are considered to be m
essential for the UV photochemistry of ethene, are the
sion, the C–C stretch coordinate, the left and right pyra
dalization and the symmetric and antisymmetric scissor
ordinates. The C–H stretch coordinates and the CH2 rocking
angles, on the other hand, have been frozen at their gro
state equilibrium value.Ab initio adiabatic PEs of theN, V,
and Z states have been computed as a function of the
selected coordinates, as well as two-dimensional PE c
combining the torsion with each of the other five coord
nates.

A diabatic representation of the valence states of eth
has been constructed within the framework of a Hu¨ckel-type
model. A delocalized orbital basis (p,p* ), in which
p-binding effects can be described, as well as a locali
(pl ,pr) basis, in which the sudden-polarization effect can
described, are employed. The diabatic PE matrix eleme
are represented as analytic functions of the relevant nuc
coordinates. The parameters of the analytic functions are
termined by a least-squares fit of the eigenvalues of the
abatic PE matrix to the calculatedab initio data.

As a function of the torsional coordinate, the analytic P
surface describes the intersection of theV and Z states for
torsional angles near 90°. These intersections~four in the
interval 0<w<360°) are converted into conical interse
tions in first order of displacements in the antisymmet

te.
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scissor mode. The characterization of these conical inter
tions is a new result~previous investigators have consider
the lifting of the near-degeneracy of theV and Z states of
perpendicular ethene by the pyramidalization; this mo
however, can couple theV andZ states only in second orde
in D2d symmetry!.

Another pair of conical intersections, connecting t
adiabaticS1 ,S0 or the diabaticN,Z states, arises from th
stabilization of the twistedZ state by one-sided~left or right!
pyramidalization, as pointed out previously.1,41,55 The tor-
sional displacement from the perpendicular configurat
represents the coupling mode of these conical intersecti
It has been shown that the minimum energy of the seam
the S1–S0 intersection is energetically accessible after ve
cal excitation of theV state~near 7.6 eV!.

The purpose of the present analytic 6D PE surface is
development of a quantitative time-dependent quantum w
packet description of the internal-conversion process fr
the photoexcitedV state to the electronic ground-state v
conical intersections. As a preliminary validation of th
reduced-dimensional surface, we have computed in
present work the lowest vibrational levels of the electro
ground state with the MCTDH method and have compa
the fundamentals with full-dimensional harmonic vibration
frequencies. A time-dependent wave packet simulation of
photoinduced dynamics of ethene will be reported in a for
coming publication.

The present PE model for the valence states of eth
can be improved and extended in several ways. Additio
nonseparabilities of the six vibrational modes may be ta
into account by computing additional two-dimensional c
~e.g., as a function of C–C stretch and pyramidalization! or
by computing selected three-dimensional cuts~e.g., as a
function of torsion, C–C stretch and pyramidalization!. An
extension of the nuclear coordinate space, in particular
inclusion of the C–H stretches to allow for hydrogen mig
tion, also is desirable. In addition, the accuracy of t
electronic-structure calculations should be improved by
use of larger basis sets and a more accurate treatme
electron-correlation, e.g., at the MCSCF-MR-CI or MR
AQCC levels.33 Such calculations are particularly desirab
in the vicinity of the conical intersections as a function of t
relevant tuning and coupling modes.

We have ignored in the construction of the PE surfa
the Rydberg excited states of ethene. The PE surface
some of these, in particular the 3s and 3p Rydberg states
intersect the PE surface of theV state, and the consideratio
of these intersections and their nonadiabatic couplings is
sential for a quantitative description of the complex vibron
structure of the UV absorption spectrum of ethene.10–12,45–49

The 3s Rydberg state, in particular, may play an importa
role in the photochemistry of ethene, leading to excited-s
hydrogen detachment processes in competition with inte
conversion.42 The inclusion of the valence-Rydberg conic
intersections in the multidimensional PE-surface model
ethene at a high level of electronic-structure theory is ano
task for future work.
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